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“You know the motorcycle is but a machine: 
it can’t think, feel, or infer. It is outside 
any value system. It is a tool—like a lathe, 
a dishwasher, the family car, a computer 
(which is far more complex). Yet everything 
in the rider militates against believing this. 
The act of riding imbues the bike with a spirit: 
the time spent with it is creationary, so that 
the key in the ignition is the active equivalent 
of Michelangelo’s God reaching out to Adam 
and with one electrical spark calling forth all 
of human existence.” —Melissa Holbrook Pierson, 
in The Man W ho Would Stop at Nothing, 2-11
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 License PLATe FrAmes
Basic black, lightweight plastic frames that surround your license plate with 
Deeper Meaning to puzzle and annoy the world at large. 

One Less Car #3357 $5.00
Ride There #3358 $5.00

 License PLATe hOLDers
Tell the gas-guzzling world how efficient your ride is. These license plate holders state 
clearly 40, 50, 60, or 70 MPG followed by the popular phrase “one less car,” or more 
boldly “THIS IS MY CAR.” Perfect for adding your two cents to the daily commute or 
mile-munching tour. Warning: Use of this product has been known to inspire or amuse, 
so expect the occasional question from the bold and/or clueless. Especially when-
ever gas prices spike. A 7.5"×5" durable plastic backing with drilled holes for mount-
ing, the lettering is 0.65" high. Specify 40, 50, 60, or 70 MPG, THIS IS MY CAR, RIDE 
EVERYWHERE or RIDE EVERYDAY.

40, 50, 60, or 70 MPG or THIS IS MY CAR #3396 $5.00
Ride Everywhere #3419 $5.00

Ride Everyday #3420 $5.00

 LAne shAre TOOL
No more Mr. Nice Guy—five all new more defiant messages: “Alien” face, “Alien — This Is My Car,” “Jolly Roger,” “Jolly Roger — This 
Is My Car” and “Jolly Roger — One Less Car.” The deal is this: motorcycles are not cars. Throughout most of the USA, lane-sharing 
(aka “filtering”) is illegal, but that’s not so across the rest of the world. And it’s not unsafe. This is about giving brave civilly-
disobedient riders permission to show those stuck in backed-up traffic there is a better way. Brilliant, right? Except it has been 
available for a year and so we’ve only sold about five of them. We’ve already cut the price twice, so it’s not even profitable to 
make them anymore. This thing took us years to develop and engineer. And it’s a blast to use. Everyone smiles. Installation simply 
involves routing the wire between the plate rotation motor and the handlebar (or mirror stem) mounted control button. Then 
connecting the fused battery leads midway. Touch the button and the alternate message displays for ten seconds—then the tool 
automatically folds back to show your plate. Holding the button five seconds displays the alternate message until the button is 
touched again. An LED indicates whenever the alternate message is on. A total of ten available message panels, including: “Lane 
Share Test,” “One Less Car,” “Share The Road,” “Thank You,” a Mr. Happy Puppet 
“happy face,” (We recommend Mr. Happy…or the Jolly Roger.) Includes a CD 
with about fifty additional formatted messages ready to print and use and a 
video installation guide. 12V. Anodized aluminum. Mounting hardware included. 
But deploy at your own risk…being an avant-garde bad-ass revolutionary is 
not for everyone. Much additional information at aerostich.com. 10.75"×4.5" 
(9" open). Not Available in California. Specify message. 

#3305 $167.00

 BLAnk 
LAne shAre TOOL PAneLs

The ideal conduit to unleash your inner anarchist awaits with a set of blank 
panels for the Lane Share Tool. Paired with the included markers, you can 
create a customized message to use the LST as a public platform to rail against 
your local congressman, protest restrictive riding laws…exercise your freedom of 
speech with ultimate portable versatility. Like your own private soapbox bolted 
to the back of your bike. Keep it clean, or not—but use at your own risk. 

#3278 $12.00 

Another use of the lane share tool / Review by John ËRead more at aerostich.com

“I have police escorted charity rides where we were instructed not to stop for lights 
or tolls. However I received a ticket for running a toll. I was able to sucessfully defend 
the matter in court but it was a day out of my life. If you do a lot of those types of 
charity runs this could be very helpful.”

“…we simply just like to ride.” 
- Peter and Kay Forwood interviewed in Road Runner Magazine, Oct, 2012 

(After a 13 year 310,000 mile, 193 country ride.)
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 uLTrALiGhT Bike cOvers
Small enough to take on all your road trips, these pack into a built-in self-storing pocket about the size of your hand. Overall, it’s half the size of the next smallest 
full-coverage cover because it’s made from a thinner, lighter fabric. The strong 
opaque 1.1 oz siliconized ripstop nylon is plenty tough and keeps water and 
dust off your bike…it’s widely used in parachutes, sailboat spinnakers, kites 
and skysails. The integrated elastic cinch cord tightly snugs all covers close to 
your bike so it won’t blow off during a breeze, and additional grommets allow 
for further binding or tying down. The Aerostich label is purposefully placed at 
the front bottom center, right on the hem, so it’s easy to find the front of the 
cover. The Seat Saver extends from back fender to handlebars to cover and pro-
tect the upper half of your bike—just the seat and instruments and self packs 
ultra-small. For improving overnight security at the seediest, darkest motel 
parking lot, the self-storing pocket on the hem of the cover also doubles as a 
panic alarm holder to scare the pants off of whoever wants to take a peak at 
what’s below. Large size covers loaded GS1100s, Gold Wings and other dread-
nought sized machines. Medium fits all sportbikes, 
standards, dual sports, and sport touring bikes with 
smaller windshields. Small fits scooters. Seat Saver 
fits all bikes, covering vital areas of instrument pod, 
handlebars, gas tank and seat. Black. 

Large #1735 $147.00
Medium #1733 $137.00

Small #1738 $127.00
Seat Saver (not shown) #1741 $117.00 self storing

mini-muLTi 
GArAGe DOOr OPener

Equipped with the latest Series II electronics, this 
Genie remote will operate up to three different 
Genie Intellicode door openers as well as being 
compatible with Code Dodger openers by Overhead 
Door. Measures even smaller than the Quantum 
Singularity Remote. Works on ‘97 and newer opening 
systems. 2.5"×1.5"×.5"

#1472 $40.00

PrOGrAmmABLe/rOLLinG cODe 
muLTi-remOTe

This frequency scanning three button remote can 
be programmed to operate up to three different 
devices, as long as they are either Chamberlain, 
Sears, Liftmaster, Craftsman, or Raynor models with 
an orange “smart” button and yellow indicator light. 
The “Security +” rolling code feature provides maxi-
mum protection and makes code grabbing impos-
sible. Works on ‘97 and newer opening systems. 
Measures only 1.5"×0.5"×2.5".

#1436 $37.00

QuAnTum sinGuLAriTy micrO 
GArAGe DOOr remOTe

This miniscule opener is ideal for motorcycle use 
when accessing your personal Bat Cave. Keychain–
style for convenience, this unit can also slip into the 
smallest of pockets or mount inconspicuously on a 
triple clamp with hook & loop or double stick tape. 
Easy to program, it is compatible with most major 
brands of garage door and security gate openers. 
Not compatible with rolling code openers. Works on 
pre ‘97 opening systems. 1.25"×2.5"×.5" 

 #1420 $27.00
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 Lever LOck
Adapted from a trailer hitch lock, it works quite well 
as a bike disk lock. Compact, light-weight security 
that is easy to carry and use. Hardened zinc alloy 
design features 7mm diameter steel shackle. 
Internal O-ring and weather proof cap seal out water, 
dirt, grime and corrosion. Protective rubber bumper 
guards against rattling and abrasion. Locking arm 
rotates 360˚ for easy latching. Lifetime warranty. 
Includes 2 keys. 2"×2"×1", 8mm pin, .5 lb

3/ 4" Span — Lever Style #1180 $17.00

scOrPiO PAGinG ALArm
Can’t chain a mean 100 lb Rottweiler to your bike? Try this alarm. It provides real 

security, gives real peace of mind—and fits neatly in any pocket. Its compact ultra-
long-range paging remote functions reliably up to half a mile away and features 
a 2-way FM transceiver with 
an easy to read backlit LCD 
that provides multiple ways 
(silent, vibrate and audible) 
to instantly notify you of any 
tampering. The Scorpio’s 
compact control module 
mounts anywhere. It is a 
hermetically sealed unit, 
equipped with a Dual Axis 
Accelerometer designed to 
detect any impact or move-
ment from any orientation. 
The powerful, built in 120 dB multi-tone siren—as loud as a jet taking off—is going 

to mess up anyone tampering. Built-in security features prevent hotwiring, and 
even allow the bike to be remotely disabled in a hijack situation. The alarm 

sentry is smart, too, Batman: It’s remote transceiver has a proximity 
sensor which can automatically arm the system as you walk away, 
and then send the disarm command when you return—without your 
lifting a finger. Add in a battery back-up (ensuring operation even if 

wires are cut), a remote finder, a “panic” mode, an anti-hijack/engine 
disable feature (which remotely shuts down the bike), an ignition sensor 

and a battery safeguard…it all means serious bike security. Includes alarm, installation kit, instructions, recharge-
able keychain remote control and peace of mind. No need of ‘Spike’ (Uh…sorry fellah…that’s a nice doggie…settle 
down…Woof, woof, woof! Grrrrr!) 3"×1.5"×.5".

#4500 $437.00

GOriLLA remOTe ALArm
An ultra compact 120dB loud motion sensing alarm with keyring remote transmitter. The motion sensor and 
siren are both adjustable. A unique two stage shock sensor provides seven levels of sensitivity and less irritat-
ing false alarms. The alarm will also activate if a hot-wire attempt is detected. A “panic” feature allows the 
remote to activate the alarm from up to 100 feet away. Simple two wire installation. Small size mounts in tail 
section, under seat, behind sidecover…anywhere. 3"×3.5"×1.75".

#4557 $127.00

 DOG BOne LOck
Made of stainless steel, this sleek dog bone style 
disk lock has a mean bite. Super-compact and 
lightweight design make it easy to carry along. Good 
security at an affordable price. Hardened design 
thwarts attempted drill-outs, cutting, sawing, shoot-
ing or blasting. Patented dual lock lug design, no 
internal springs to seize or break. Protective rubber 
cap and internal O-ring protect keyhole from water, 
grime and dirt. High security tubular keys won’t bend 
or break. Hardened 7mm pin diameter. Lifetime war-
ranty. Includes 2 keys. 4"×1"×.75", .5 lb 

7/8" Span - Dog Bone Style #1181 $27.00

rOADLOk XrA LOck
Unlike common disk locks, this one keeps your bike 
safe from theft without the risk of damaging your 
bike if you forget about it and try to ride off. Base 
unit installs simply on the back of the caliper, using 
a removable pin to keep your bike safe when parked. 
100% American made, this motorcycle lock is the only 
one that will qualify you for an additional insurance 
discount and is covered by a limited lifetime manufac-
turers warranty. See chart at aerostich.com for make/
model fitment. Black.  

 Most Japanese Models #2761 $299.00
Most European Models #2762 $299.00

cycLe e-PAss
Low profile holder for riders who 
use electronic toll tags like EZ-Pass, 
M-Tag, I-Pass, Smart Tag, Fast Pass, 
etc. Use the electronic lanes and 
never stop at another toll booth 

again. What’s that 
worth? Mounts easily on all 

handlebar sizes. Specify Standard 
or Sportbike. Black.

Standard #4275 $22.00
Sportbike #4277 $24.00 
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sTOP LOck reminDer
Hey, good thing you’d never roar off with your disk lock still on and crash like an idiot 
in front of the bar, right? Then you don’t need this. For the rest of us, this handy item 
is a reminder that slots into your ignition lock and will help in the task of keeping self-
inflicted mechanized Darwinism at bay. The Stop Lock is a bright red plastic device 
that has an attached ring allowing you to keep it on your lock so you’ll always have it 
when you need it. Keep it a brake (not a break) lock with the Stop Lock Reminder.

#1164 $4.00

sTAPLer Disc LOcks
Put one of these on your bike and rest assured it’s not riding anywhere without 
you. Anti-pick/pull/drill, dual steel ball locking M-cylinder lock mechanism with inte-
grated dust cover. Armored steel case with titanium plating. Ultra-hardened steel 
pin. Both locks include a white LED spotlight on main key and 4 spares. Includes 
disc reminder and belt clip carrying pouch. Two pin sizes to choose from: 10mm 
(2"×3.75"×1", 2.5 lbs.) or 5.5mm (2"×2.75"×1", 2 lbs.). Lifetime warranty.

5.5mm Pin #1172 $40.00

shAckLe / Disc LOck
A 1/2" rubber-coated shackle 
made of superior steel is what 
sets this lock apart. A rein-
forced sleeve-over-crossbar 
construction adds excep-
tional strength. Impervious, 
anti pick/pull/drill, dual 
steel ball locking M-cyl-
inder mechanism with 
an integrated dust 
& water cover. White 
LED spotlight on main 
key and 4 spare keys. 
Includes disc reminder 
and belt clip carrying 
pouch. Also includes an anti-theft protection warranty. 4.3"×4"×1.3". 3 lbs.

13mm Pin #1174 $45.00 

Disc LOck reminDer
A lightweight, 3mm, easy-to-carry, bright 
orange coiled cable intended for use as a 
reminder that your disc lock is on and thusly 
preventing you from riding away unawares 
with predictable/dire results. Also handy for 
locking up clothing and helmets. 5' (extended).

3mm 5' #1176 $6.00

LumA Disc LOck
Only a direct hit from a mortar shell could dislodge this thing. This disc lock is made 
by one of the most reputable lock makers in Europe. And they have some experience, 
since instances of bike thievery are more common across the pond. There’s no key 
to lose or misplace, as it has a built-in program-yourself combination lock. The die-
cast body is impenetrable, an engineering design it exchanges for weight. Because 
of its rock-solid construction materials, it’s a bit on the heavy side, but the included 
carrying pouch makes it tote-friendly. The hi-viz orange color will prevent most of 
us from attempting to ride away prior to removal (Who? Not us…?). 10mm pin, 
4.25"×3"×1.5", 1.75 lbs.

10mm Pin #1179 $42.00

Disc LOck cOmPArisOn
LOCK (PRODUCT #) PIN      

Aerostich Lever Lock (#1180) 8mm  
Aerostich Dog Bone Lock (#1181) 7mm  
shAckLe / Disc Lock (#1174) 13mm
LumA Disc Lock (#1179) 10mm
5.5mm stApLer Disc Lock (#1172) 5.5mm

14mm 13mm 10mm 6mm 5.5mm

GriP LOck
An interesting alternative to 
disc locks, this device allows 
you to immobilize your bike by 
clamping it over your throttle and 
brake lever or, alternatively, your clutch 
lever. There are four locking positions for 
your controls, and the 
Grip Lock is sup-
plied with three 
different inser ts 
allowing it to fit 
98% of all handgrips. 
Featuring an anti-drill 
lock barrel and heat treated 
steel reinforcing bars molded inside, it’s 
as tough and effective at deterring theft as it is 
easy to use (and remember). Small enough to fit 
in a pocket. 6"×1.75"×2".

#1165 $69.00

0"

1/4"

1/2"

7mm
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 cABLe LOck
This lock is made for police, fire, hospital, and airport 
security use, but is ideal for locking up your jacket, 
helmet, and tank or seat bags. Light, fast and easy to 
use. One end terminates in a no-scratch, vinyl booted, 
aluminum sleeve that protects a recessed Ace cylinder 
lock. The other end of the flexible, nylon covered, 7" 
over 7" stainless steel aircraft cable, releases. The 
4mm cable is hard to cut and small enough to thread 
through tight places. The lock is hard to break. 

1.5 ft / 4mm #1156 $42.00

GOnzO FLeXweAve™ cABLe
It coils, drapes and threads nearly like a wet rope, but is actually tougher than 
hell. Special ‘Made In USA’ proprietary cable manufacturing technology has more 
internal wires for maximum user friendly security. The UV protective vinyl coating 
will stand up to years of sun and abuse. Don’t let a thief get your bike. 9/16"×5'.

5 ft/14mm #1477 $37.00

immOBiLizer LOck AnchOr
This thing ain’t goin’ nowhere without a blasting cap. Attaches to the ground, a wall, 
or any immovable surface you want to put it on. And stays put. The 5/8" hardened 
carbon alloy steel shackle lays flat when not in use, making it safe to walk or drive 
over. Comes with big honkin’ masonry bits and bolts for optional installation in 
driveway, garage, etc. 7.5"×1.7", 6 lbs.

 #1167 $87.00

OnGuArD Terrier cOmBO LOck
Portable security for your bike and gear. Long 7' cable is 
6mm thick and features an adjustable combination lock 
that allows setting your own 4 digit combination. Vinyl 
coated cable protects surfaces. Included hook and loop 
strap compacts cable to compact size for easy storage in 
tank bag or pocket. 

 7'/ 10mm #4836 $13.00

AkiTA series cOmBinATiOn LOck
Extra heavy duty 12mm flexible steel cable with a secure 
combination lock. The 6' long cable is covered by a tough 
vinyl cover that protects against scratching. Includes con-
venient strap for compact storage. Tough protection that's 
easy to bring on every ride. 

 6' / 12mm #4837 $22.00

LOcksTrAPs TieDOwns
No other tiedown strap has a full length steel cable to pre-
vent theft, plus the added security of dual locking combo car-
abiners to keep your load firmly in place. Soft tie extensions 
remove any worry about scratching paint or plastics. 8.5' long 
straps with a 1200 lb. load capacity. Sold individually. 

#4838 $45.00

heLmeT/JAckeT LOcksTrAPs
Great for strapping helmet, jacket and other gear to 
your bike and ensuring it stays there. Locking carabiner 
means no keys to worry about. Full length steel braided 
cable runs through strap for added security. 2' long. 
Sold individually. 

#4839 $24.00
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 cABLe LOck
Six feet of plastic coated 10mm straight, flex-
ible cable with a heavy duty integrated key lock. 
A good all-around security tool. Plenty long 
enough to connect several bikes together at a 
motel and big enough to slow and/or thwart 
thieves. Small enough to coil up and carry 

easily 10mm×6' Affordable, versatile security.
6 ft / 10mm #1177 $15.00

 TrAveLLer Bike LOck
Protect your bike anywhere with this fast deploying and easy to carry cable lock. 
Although the thick 12mm cable and Ace cylinder lock does not provide the ultimate 

heart-of-darkness bank vault security, this lock is so easy to use and carry that it’s 
perfect for travelers and everyday lockups when on errands. When traveling it can 
be quickly stored as a straight length of cable…it lays perfectly along your duffel or 
your bikes frame. This thoughtfully designed midweight security setup also has an 

o-ring sealed lock mechanism that keeps moisture out of the internals.
3 ft / 12mm #1153 $20.00

cABLe LOcks
The appearance of these cable locks alone is enough to 
thwart any would-be theft attempt. The massive 20 or 
25mm twisted super strong steel cable is wrapped 
with hardened steel links and covered in thick 
vinyl. They feature rubber coated, anti pick/
pull/drill, dual steel ball locking M-cylin-
der mechanisms with integrated dust 
& water covers. There is a white LED 
spotlight on main key and 4 spare 
keys. Superior craftsmanship and 
strength. Lifetime warranty. 20mm is 
6' and 1.5 lbs. 25mm is 5.5' and 5.8 lbs.

6 ft / 20mm #1170 $57.00 

GeAr LOck
Equipped with a super-tough vinyl coated 8mm steel 
cable, the lightweight and easy to pack 
locking cable is long enough to lock 
up a lot of stuff in a secure manner. 
Run through the sleeve and leg of a 
Roadcrafter and through a helmet, and 
this lock will allow you to roam unencumbered by gear or (an excess of) worry 
at rallies or races. Lock has a changeable combination and is non-corrosive. 
Length: 10'.

10 ft / 8mm #1060 $19.00

cABLe LOck ALArm 
Secure and alarm your bike and gear in seconds with 
this versatile cable-and-alarm combination. The ultra-

hard 8'×3mm plastic coated cable resists 
cutting and sawing, but if it ever becomes 
broken by any method, the loud 120 decibel 
siren instantly shrieks…and it will be heard 
a long way away. The steel alarm housing 

comes with a wall bracket that can be per-
manently installed at home or work parking 

areas…but this compact alarm system is also perfect for 
travel. The electric alarm circuit conducting cable is long 

and flexible enough to thread through multiple bikes and 
piles of packs and gear in seconds. Requires a standard 9V bat-

tery (not included). An Aero/RWH exclusive. 3"×5.5"×2.5".
8 ft / 3mm #4555 $29.00

reTrAcTABLe cABLe LOck
Secure your helmet, suit, tank bag or duffel bags in sec-
onds. Works just like a tape measure but uses a spring 
retractable 36" coated 2.5mm steel cable and resetta-
ble three dial combination. Small and light in your shirt 
pocket but strong enough to discourage bad guys. Locks 
solid to any length. Lets you relax when seated at some 
restaurant where you can’t keep an eye on your bike.

3 ft / 2.5mm #1011 $19.00

reTrAcTABLe ALArm LOck
If someone tries to tamper with this lock while it’s on 
your bike, they’ll either be scared silly or they’ll be ren-
dered temporarily deaf and dazed. The ear-piercing 100 
decibel alarm will sound if the 2'×1.5mm coated steel 
cable is cut or the lock itself is messed with, so you’ll 
definitely hear it even if you’re far, far away from your 
bike. It also has a movement sensor that can be 
switched on or off to sound the alarm if the lock 
is moved in any way. No keys to lose or misplace, 
it comes with a built-in program-yourself combi-
nation lock. Also comes with a laptop computer 
lock. Batteries included. 3.5"×2.5"×1", 3.5 oz. 
2'×1.5mm Cable

2 ft / 1.5mm #4962 $24.00

FLeXweAve AnTi-TheFT cABLes
Take your pick from 2 or 6 feet of ultra flexible, lightweight vinyl-coated security. Constructed of 
5mm steel cable with looped ends, these cables enable you to use your own padlock or the bikes 

helmet lock for on-bike security of clothes, helmets, bags, and the like. The high-
pressure swaged connectors that secure the loops are covered with heat-shrink 
tubing, a nice touch. Easy to carry peace of mind.

2 ft/5mm #1046 $6.00
6 ft/5mm #1036 $7.00
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neP cruise cOnTrOL 
The simplest flip lever cruise control available. Lightweight snap-together Zytel® 
Nylon construction. A single micro-adjustable Allen setting screw. Fits/adapts to 
many bikes. (Even MZs…) Designed for dual cable Honda. 

#1896 $22.00

visTA cruise
Light, simple and very compact. Molded from durable glass filled Zytel® Nylon. Clean, 
unobtrusive look when installed (looks like it belongs). Fits most older (‘70s, ‘80s, 
‘90s) Honda and Kawasaki dual cable throttles. Specify dual cable or Yamaha. For 
7/8" handlebars.

#1895 $27.00

universAL visTA cruise cOnTrOL
The most popular “universal fit” model. Accurate, no–slop friction ring setup. Fits 
most Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, Kawasaki and Moto Guzzi. Specify 7/8" or 1" handle-
bars. BMW adapter fits “R” or “K”models from 1985–1998.

#1893 $36.00
BMW Adapter #1894 $12.00

crAmPBusTer
The simpler, easier-to-use twist grip cruise control. It’s a single piece of shaped 
acrylic plastic that springs open and slips right onto any throttle grip. You can 
rotate it forward 360°—yet when a downward pressure is applied it stays perfectly 
in place without squeezing. This is the original cruise control. Its still-unique design 
makes it the easiest one to use. 

Standard #1474 $10.00
Wide #1482 $10.00

ThrOTTLe BOss
A simple solution to the age-old problem of throttle-hand and arm fatigue. This easy-
to-install palm rest for your twistgrip is made of a high grade, resilient and comfort-
able polymer. Fits 7/8" or 1" bars and installs without tools. Nice..

#1475 $12.00

GO cruise™ 
ThrOTTLe 
cOnTrOL

An amazingly clever, simple 
solution to relieve wrist fatigue 

on long rides. Installs over 
any throttle grip in sec-
onds, no tools required. 
The patented smar t-
c l ip  tens ion des ign 
locks easily into place 

against the brake lever 
to maintain your cruising 

speed, without the need to 
hold the throttle. Disengaging is as easy as returning the throttle to a closed 
position or giving the break lever a squeeze. High-mile rides just got a little 
more comfortable. Two sizes: Small (for Street and Sport Bikes), Large (for 
Cruisers). Black.

#1757 $20.00
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TiTAnium 

siDesTAnD PLATe
Well, if titanium is good enough to 
build high-performance fighter air-
craft out of, it stands to reason it 
will suffice to keep your bike from 

falling over. Measuring 2.5"×4", 
this thing is as thin and hard as Clint Eastwood on a bad day, and 

will keep your scoot up and off of the soft stuff in high metallurgical style. Waay 
cooler than a stomped beer can. Dood. 

#4640 $19.00

 
cArBOn FiBer 

siDesTAnD PLATe 
(cFsP)

Whip it out for high perfor-
mance on hot asphalt. The CFSP 

looks and works better than a flat-
tened can, which is never around when you 

need one anyway. Stiff and light, the Carbon Fiber 
Sidestand Plate is about the 

same dimensions as a pack of cigs (but thin), so it will 
fit into your pocket with room to spare. Included is a natty 
Aerostich Ultrasuede carrying sleeve that protects you 
from earthen parking lot dirt. The sleeve may be attached 
to the inside of your bike’s fairing so it’s always at the 
ready... or just whip it out of a jacket pocket. The official 
membership card of the secret “Hey, dude” riders club. 
4"×2.5 

#1424 $20.00
Mountable #1453 $22.00

 
cFsP mk ii 
DeLuXe

Eliminates needless bending to 
retrieve sidestand plate. This Mark 
II Deluxe CFSP has a 62" black 
nylon utility cord for looping over 
the left grip. When you’re ready to 

go, just reel it in while comfortably 
saddled. Includes a “Remove Before Flight” ribbon so you’ll never accidentally 
leave it behind. Same black ultrasuede storage bag as the CFSP. 

#1425 $24.00

e-z FiLL nOzzLe key
If you’ve ever encountered the charmingly termed 
“evaporative recovery nozzles” at gas stations, you 
know what a semi-spastic wrestling match with one 
of these flammable-spewing horses appendages can 
be like. All you’re trying to do is refuel your motorcy-
cle, right? However, for those of us so afflicted, this 
nozzle key artfully retracts the corrugated... forepart 
of said alloy proboscis and 
allows you to gas your bike 
with a minimum of fuss and 
splatter. Small, light, pack-
able, and a real help for 
those of us afflicted with 

such infernal devices. Get one, carry it in your tankbag 
and be prepared! 

#2818 $8.00

heADLiGhT shieLD
It can be unbelievably expensive 
to replace a cracked or rock 
chipped headlight lens. Some 
lenses are over two hundred dol-
lars. Apply this cut-to-fit, double 
polished, ultra-clear, flexible film 
and you’ll be ready for common 
detours, gravelly back roads 
and the big Cassier-to-Alcan-to-
Anchorage (and back) ride. The 
headlight shield goes directly on 
the headlight lens so there is no 
place to trap moisture, dirt, and 

bugs. It is also UV resistant, won’t affect light pattern or output, and is all but 
unnoticeable. Uses a unique, durable, peel and apply, later-removable, 3M adhe-
sive. Face oncoming traffic on gravel surfaces without fear. Also great as a custom 
see thru tank pad. 

Medium (12"×12", 14mil) #4910 $24.00
Large (12"×24", 14mil) #4912 $40.00 

kicksTAnD kriTTers
‘Hey Rocky, watch me pull a frog outta my hat…Rocky? Rock…AHHHH someone 
squished my squirrel friend under a motorcycle!’ These ‘roadkill’ kritters keep the 
bike upright with style. A durable 4" disk insert keeps the kickstand from melt-
ing into hot asphalt or sinking into soft dirt. Furry fabric is fully washable…or not, 
if a real roadkill appearance is desired. A 
functional, furry mascot for the next parking 
lot, roadside stop or rally. Choose Splattered 
Squirrel or Flattened Frog. 9"×7"× Flat.

 Squirrel #3438 $19.00
Frog #3439 $19.00

TriPLe cLAmP sAvinG 
key chAin

Created by a moto-obsessive perfectionist, this key 
chain has soft, woven nylon loops and a rubberized 
centerpiece which eliminates that scratched-and-
shot-peen-hammered look surrounding most motor-
cycle ignition switches. 6.5"×.5"×.25". 

#1479 $5.00

mountable

  siDesTAnD PLATe APP 
Turns any iPhone 5 or 6 into a durable sidestand plate. Download from the Apple 
app store at http:apple/app/sid-
estandmode and increase the utility 
function of your smartphone.  Versions 
also available for Kindle’s, Nooks and 
Surface’s.  Keeps your bike from tipping 
over into the mud or your sidestand 
from digging a pivot into hot sticky 
tar.  Run time up to 18 hours.  Optional 
Gorilla-Glass screen-saver film recom-
mended. USA  

 App #OEXC $.99 
Screen film #USES $437.00
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rePLAcemenT LeD Turn siGnALs 
Replace front and rear turn signals with these next generation LED bulbs for 
increased visibility and lower power consumption than conventional signals.  The 
distinctively styled Sierra and Thunder models have clear lenses backed by a black 
frame. The chrome Mighty signals are without the traditional stalk, so they offer a 
closer, more flush mounting appearance. Sold in pairs.  

Sierra (4.25"x1.5") #4777 $35.00  
Thunder (3.5"x1.75") #4778 $35.00  

Mighty (1"x.75") #4776 #30.00

sPADe LeD Turn siGnALs 
Sleek and inconspicuous design gets noticed when needed with 12 super bright 
LED's. Lightweight and rugged ABS construction with waterproof wire grommets, anti-
vibration mounts and plated hardware for a long service life. Sold in pairs. Black.
Sold in pairs.  

#4779 #34.00 

License PLATe LiGhT
Black anodized body with super bright white LED that will mount through any 6mm 
or 1/4" hole. Can be used as a plate mounting bolt. Comes complete with stainless 
steel mounting hardware.

#4780 $35.00

TAiLLiGhT inTeGrATOr kiT
Converts your bike’s stock brake light into a working turn signal, for the option of 
using this with the stock signals, or removing them completely. Compatible with 
nearly all bikes with two side-by-side brake light bulbs or factory LED lights. Simple 
installation also includes option for a pulsing brake light. Increase visibility and 
safety on every ride.

#4782 $59.00 
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FLAshinG hALOGen TAiLLiGhT BuLB
It’s a bright taillight…until you hit the brakes. Then, it flashes four times fast—
pauses—three flashes a little slower—pauses—two more real slow, and it’s on full 
time as a stop light. The entire flash/pause sequence takes 4 seconds and repeats 
each time you re-apply the brakes. This complex pattern is commonly and intuitively 
recognized as a deceleration warning. The bulb’s reliable digital electronics are all 
contained inside the bulbs base. It uses a widely available, easily replaceable “G-4” 
halogen bulb. (An easy to carry extra is also included.) Fits standard 1157 dual 
filament brake/taillight bulb sockets. Legal disclaimer: May not be approved for 
use in all states.

1157 (Blue-White) #2544 $69.00

360° LeD TAiLLiGhT BuLB
13 superbright LEDs in a 360° radius replace the common 1156 single filament that 
are probably in your bike right now. No modifications are necessary—installs just like 
the regular bulbs. LED bulbs have a much greater life span and will withstand vibra-
tions better than all conventional incandescent bulbs—so you’ll have less chance of 
being caught with no taillight or turn signals. Newest LED technology is 50% brighter 
than early LEDs, but still draws less juice and produces less heat. This may be the 
last taillight and turn signal bulb you’ll ever buy. 12V.

1157 (Red) #8228 $20.00
1157 (White) #8229 $30.00

hyPer-LiTe
Hyperlites are comprised of sets of 
superbright LEDs and state-of-the 
art flasher circuitry that is both 
rugged and attention-getting. As 
a brake light enhancement, these 
lights come on and flash as your 
standard brake light activates. We 
all know the feeling of uncertainty 
about the folks who tend to follow a 
bit aggressively and whether they’ve 
seen us or not. This should help as 
the dual LED modules are quite 
dazzling when turned on. This is a 

universal kit and includes two 8 LED units, a flasher, connectors, and instructions. 
Each light is only .25"×1".

#4552 $69.00

eLecTrOPODs
Two pods of eight super bright red 
LEDs that are wired into your bikes 
brake light circuit. When the brakes 
are applied they light up and flash 
for added safety. For all 12v systems, 
and easy to install. Includes com-
plete instructions and cable ties.

#4636 $32.00

PiAA eXTreme whiTe PLus hALOGen 
heADLiGhT BuLBs

Super bright replacement halogen headlight bulbs. Xtreme White Plus technology pro-
duces a whiter light color of 4000K and provides the equivalent of 110 watts of illumi-
nation from only 55 watts. These are brilliant replacements that will light up road haz-
ards and street signs long before a normal halogen bulb. A Blue topcoat on these bulbs 
adds a slight blue tint to the lamp, which looks nice when the headlight is off, too. 

H4 (55w/60w) #4690 $49.00
H7 (55w) #4691 $49.00

Turn siGnAL 
reminDer 

We’ve all forgotten to switch 
our turn signals off. It’s 
embarrassing. To other motor-
ists, we sometimes look weird 
enough for choosing to ride in 
the first place…without any 
endlessly blinking reminders. 
And some drivers might dan-
gerously misinterpret our tem-
porary feeble-mindedness for 
actual intentions. This device 
monitors your turn signals and 

begins a crescendoing tone when your signals have been left on too long. Comes 
pre-programmed, installs easily and can be re-programmed to your own personal 
preferences. Avoid looking like an idiot, when you’re not. 1.2"×1.6"×1.75".

#4641 $79.00

TwO-wAy BAr enD inDicATOrs
These high-visibility indicators contain 8 bright LEDS per side that will increase 
your safety by further enabling you to let others know your intentions more clearly, 
whether you’re coming or going. LEDs do not have a time delay on operation, so 
they’ll be instantly at full, bright power when you turn your signals on. Made of CNC 
machined billet aluminum with an anodized finish, they’re designed to blend with 
your bike and not stand out like a sore thumb…until you need them. Installs easily 
with included fasteners and fits all 7/8" hollow handlebars. Shake proof and melt 
proof. Set of two. Amber. 2"×1.25".

#2516 $169.00
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FOLDinG BAr enD mirrOr
Solid billet aluminum and CNC machining set these mirrors apart from all others. 
Patented swivel design and inboard or outboard bar end mounting provides maxi-
mum functionality with minimum added width. Easy, secure installation leaves plenty 
of room for compatibility with hand protectors. Sold as a pair. 

Chrome #4824 $95.00
Black #4823 $95.00

suPerBike AX mirrOr
Easy to install replacement mirrors. Black. Measurements: 5-7/16" Length, 3-9/16" 
Height, 1-1/4" Depth, 3-1/2" Stem Length. 

Right #4825 $18.00 
Left #4826 $18.00 

Yamaha (reversable) #4827 $18.00

rOunD mirrOr
Classic black universal replacement mirrors, universal right or left application 
(excluding Yamaha right). Both mirrors feature a 4-5/16" diameter and 1-1/4" 
housing depth. Round mirror has a 4-3/8" stem length while the 8mm universal 
Scooter mirror sports a longer 7-1/2" stem. 

Round #4828 $12.00
Scooter #4829 $12.00 

mini cArBOn FiBer mirrOr
Universal 10mm rectangular carbon fiber mirrors are light weight look great. 4-7/16" 
length, 2-13/16" height with a 3-1/2" stem length. Universal right or left application 
(excluding Yamaha). Sold each. 

#4830 $39.00

POwersTAnDs BAr enD mirrOrs
Quality CNC aluminum construction feature a 3" diameter mirror. Fit most han-
dlebar and clip-ons with 7/8" outer diameter. Universal left or right mounting.  
6.5"×5.7"×3". Choose folding or non-folding round mirror in black, or unique and 
stylish Felipe design in black or gunmetal. 

Folding #4831 $89.00
Non-Folding #4832 $75.00 

Felipe Black #4833 $109.00 
Felipe Gunmetal #4834 $109.00

crG muLTi-POsiTiOn mirrOrs
Bar-end mounted mirrors that utilize a unique multi-position mounting system for 
easy attachment and sleek styling. Quality materials and construction utilizes T-6 
anodized aluminum body, superior convex mirror glass and stainless hardware to 
fit most 7/8" bars. Hindsight: 3" diameter, non-folding design, specify left or right. 
Hindsight LS: 3" diameter, folding design, specify left or right. Blindside: 2" diameter 
with a reversible extension elbow for left/right mounting. Arrow: Detent hinge allows 
added clearance in tight conditions or for storage. Optional billet internal adapter 
for mounting on virtually any bar.

Hindsight LS - Left #4783 $89.00
Hindsight LS - Right #4784 $89.00

Hindsight Left #4786 $75.00 
Hindsight Right #4784 $75.00 

Blindsight #4788 $49.00 
Arrow #4789 $109.00 

Billet Adapter #4790 $19.00 
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 FreewAy BLAsTer hOrn 
They’re not kidding about the “Blaster” part. This horn generates a shattering 132 
decibels and will likely get just about anybody’s attention, even if they happen to 
be ensconced in a giant SUV with a phone glued to their ear. And that, of course, 
is a good thing...we all know that stock motorcycle horns are at times rather 
underwhelming. Fix all that and let ‘em know you’re there with this important 
safety device. Available in High and Low tone versions. If you are using only one, 
go with the low tone. 12V. 10A. 3.5"×3.5"×2.5".

Low Tone #3830 $17.00
High Tone #3831 $17.00

eAr cAnnOn Air hOrn
This is a full-power railroad locomotive/ocean liner type compressed air horn squeezed 
into a bike-mountable package. Totally overkill, until you need to wake up some lethal 
driver. It’s got both the high and low ear-splitting tones of the individually sold Fiamm 
Freeway Blaster Horns, plus a little more oomph. The 139dB high and low tone blasters 
combine via air induction to cut through the din and make the most distracted of drivers 
drop their cell phones and pay attention. Installs easily on all bikes with a 4.5"×3"×4.5" 
space for mounting. The loudest motorcycle horn available. If 
Ethel Merman, Sam Kinison and John Philip Sousa ever had a 
band, and played through a wall-of-sound amp rack, it would 
sound like this. 12V. 18A. 1 lb 4 oz.

Black #3837 $40.00
Chrome #4749 $62.00

Wiring Kit #3839 $12.00

LeD Turn/BrAke/runninG LiGhT
Simply a row of super bright red LEDs made to be attached directly to the top 
or bottom of your license plate using the same mounting holes. Connect to 
your brake light wires and you’re ready to wake up anyone following a little too 
close behind you, day or night. No rear end worries. In addition to the brake 
light feature of the Stopper, the Versa Light version looks the same but also 
functions as a running light and turn signal indicator. Clearly indicate your 
intentions. 7"×.75".

Stopper #4635 $28.00
Versa Light #4656 $42.00

mini LeD TAiL/BrAke LiGhTs
These combination tail light and stop lights feature 16 high-quality, low-draw 
LEDs, so they reduce both the weight on your bikes rear fender, and the load on 
the electrical system. So compact they fit any rearward surface, yet large enough 
to provide good lighting. Each version includes plug type terminals for installation, 
and features a tough, high impact, all-weather case. Flex lights (4.3"×.75"×.35") 
have adhesive backing and are bendable for mounting to curved surfaces like 
your rear fender. Flex Combo has two holes for a more secure installation with 
included nuts and bolts. The Solid Bolt-On (4.3"×.75"×.75") is virtually the same 
light as the others but features a thicker, solid, non-flexible backing with two fixed 
post bolts for mounting. Functionally these can augment or replace your bikes 
tail light. 12V.

Flex Combo #4996 $36.00
Solid Bolt-On #4998 $22.00

12v 40A seALeD reLAy
12V, 40A Bosch-type relay for use with high amp 
draw electronic accessories like big driving lights, 
extra loud horns, double sided arm jesters, etc. 
Waterproof sealed plastic housing with metal mount-
ing tab. Includes installation and wiring instructions. 
2.125"×1"×1.25".

#4667 $4.00

bolt-on

wiring kit

PLuG-n-PLAy 
wirinG 

hArness 
Pre-assembled wiring 
harness makes Ear 
Cannon installation 
a breeze. Mount the 
horn to the bike, 
plug in the wires 

from the harness, route the wiring to the battery 
and connect to the terminals. Simple, quick instal-
lation. Includes 30 Amp relay and fuse, insulated 
terminals, 18" total of wire and complete instruc-
tions…not that you’ll need them.

#4767 $24.00

flex combo
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 sheePskin sADDLe PADs
Sheepskin cushions, cools and lets air circulate. When it’s sticky hot, you’ll sit 
cooler. And when it’s freezing, sheepskin is warm and comfy. Between extremes 
it’s always luxurious. Sheepskin has long been used by those who sit for extended 
periods because of how it cushions and vents. These are luxurious top grade 
sheepskins, laminated with an Aerostich-exclusive, non-skid 3⁄16" PVC foam mesh 
base, so they won’t creep around on your saddle, even if you ride aggressively. 
They also won’t hold or absorb much water. Saddle sheepskin pads help you stay 
more comfortable, refreshed and alert on long rides. Each pad features eight stra-
tegic bungee attachment points, two lengths of adjustable bungee, and four no-
scratch nylon hooks for a custom installation. Use on a long trip and remove for 
daily urban riding…or just leave on all the time.

(A) Rectangle (11"×14.5") #1890 $77.00
(B) Small Rectangle (9"×11") #1887 $67.00

(C) Tapered (13"×18") #1892 $77.00
(D) Small Tapered (14"×14") #1883 $77.00

A B C D

A C D

BeADriDer seAT
Wooden beads provide the movement and airflow riders need to stay comfort-
able in the saddle, mile after mile. Prevents 
“monkey butt” on extended rides. Proven by 
one million long-suffering taxi drivers over bil-
lions of miles. Available in four sizes and any 
color you want…as long as it’s black. Replace 
the tied on straps with the optional ROK  Quick 
Release Straps for fast, easy on/off.

10"×12" #1829 $32.00
12"×12" #1816 $34.00
13"×13" #1819 $36.00
14"×14" #1824 $38.00

Quick Release Strap #1764 $24.00 quick release strap

AirhAwk™ sADDLe cushiOns
Iron Butt? Air Butt. Really. We all know that on those really long rides, a motorcy-
cle seat can resemble a medieval torture device. Enter the Airhawk™. Its adjust-
able air–filled neoprene core looks something like the backside of an ice cube 
tray. The individual cells conform to your shape and eliminate pressure spots that 
cause discomfort. The outer cover is nylon and lycra, with a nonskid polyester and 
vinyl base. Designed to stay in place and not creep around during ‘active’ riding 
or on day-long rides, it simply lifts off when not needed. The new AirHawk R model 
features a strategically designed cut-out area that create 3 no-contact points in 
the most, um, sensitive areas of one’s underside. As far as seat cushions for long-
distance endurance riding goes, this is state of the art. Stay in the saddle longer 
with more comfort. Rectangle (11"×14.5"), Small Rectangle (9"×11"), Tapered 
(12"×18"), Small Tapered (14"×14.5"), Rear (14"×15.25").

(A) Rectangle (11"x14.5") #1830 $177.00
(B) Small Rectangle (9"x11") #1831 $162.00

(C) Tapered (12"x18") #1832 $177.00
(D) Small Taprered (14.5"x14") #1833 $177.00

(E) Rear (14"x15.25") #1769 $197.00

B

E
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 wArm wrAP GriPs
These thin, electrically heated grip pads are made of heat and mois-
ture resistant material and securely wrap over your grips with hook 
& loop. Enjoy riding with warm hands on even the coldest days, with-
out having to install replacement electric grips. Current draw is only  
1.6 amps and they pack away easily when not needed. Heated grip pads let you 
wear lighter gloves for greater control feel on cold days. You can leave them on all 
winter if you want to. Standard (36" wide handlebars), Long (44" wide handlebars). 
22 watts. 

Standard #103 $47.00
 Long #1433 $47.00

heATeD GriP kiT
A flexible, adhesive, wrap-around heating element with 
printed-circuit-type elements that fit between the han-
dlebar and grip, keeping your digits from turning into 
frozen turkey feet of limited utility during cold weather 
rides. We all remember what that phenomenon feels 
like, right? Comes with two elements, wiring, resistor, 
and an on/off, hi/lo switch. Super, almost unbeliev-
ably effective, and a great comfort as well as a safety 
enhancer. For 12V systems. Draws: low (2 amps/28 
watts), high (3 amps/40 watts).

#1400 $32.00

hOT GriPs®
Toasty warm heated 
grips add value to your 
bike and will increase 

your cool weather riding. 
This is the best heated grip 

system available. The grip’s 
ribbed pattern and molded material are 
comfortable feeling and secure holding 

all year round. Includes complete wiring kit with 
resistor, switch, and excellent installation instruc-
tions. Draws 24 watts on low and 36 watts on 
high. Specify open end model for bikes with bar 
end weights. Spacers included. 4.75"×7⁄8".

#1891 $119.00

ArcTic GriP heATers
A quick flip of the three position (Hi/Lo/Off) switch cre-
ates warm grips, for a longer more comfortable ride, no 
matter how low the thermostat dips. The flexible mylar 
backed heating elements attach discretely under the 
grips on any style bike. Right and left heaters are cali-

brated differently for maximum heat control, so no throttle-
side resistor is needed to equalize temperature. Includes 
everything needed for installation: grip heating elements, 

two stage metal toggle switch, hardware, tie wraps and 
instructions. For 12V systems. Draws 3 amps/36 watts on high. 

#1600 $52.00

AnTi mOnkey BuTT POwDer
This will save your ass on long, hard rides. It’s purpose-built for your 
butt, but also works great in underwear and everywhere that is sen-
sitive to chafing, burning, reddening rashes. More than a re-packed 
drugstore talc or a baby powder, this proprietary formula eliminates 
getting painfully chafed, raw and rashy during sweaty butt-busting 
activities. It also provides an immediate “aaaahhh-oooohhh” skin 
relief on (or after) tough rides. Good for motorcyclists, truck drivers, 
off road and road drivers, bicyclists, etc., whenever your butt takes 
a pounding all day. 6 oz. bottle. 

#1881 $7.00

Bun wArmer
 Make riding on the most chilly days more enjoy-
able by heating yourself from the core outward. 
It makes a huge difference that you’ll feel all 
over your body. The Bun Warmer uses the same 
basic technology as automobile seat warmers, 
and it’s specifically designed for motorcycles 
to provide the same “Ahhhhh…” factor on cold 
rides. Draws only 1.5 Amps, installs easily and 
securely (and usually unnoticeably…) under your 
bike’s seat cover. Comes with an on/off switch, 
and an internal thermostat ensures that you or 
your saddle won’t overheat. 8.75"×8.75".

#1765 $99.00

heAT DemOn seAT 
heATer 

This seat heater is ultra-thin, flexible 
and easy to install under the stock 
seat cover. The durable and long last-
ing carbon fiber heating elements 
draw 20 watts (less than 2 amps) and 
includes a 24" disconnect cable for 
easy seat removal. Needs heat con-
troller to function properly. 7.5"x9"

#4817 $59.00

heAT DemOn heAT 
cOnTrOLLer wiTh 

chArGer
Use with heated clothing, heated 
grips or heated seats, to adjust 
the level of comfort to one of 5 
indicated temperatures. Includes a 
USB port for charging accessories 
like MP3 or cell phone. Features a 
water resistant design with micro-
processor circuitry for precise tem-
perature control of most available 
types of heated clothing or acces-
sories. Capacity can be adjusted for 
products drawing up to 70 watts. 
Includes fused battery cable.

#4818 $59.00 

BikemAsTer heATeD GriPs
This highly efficient, functional heated grip design uses a 
push button five-level temperature controller to quickly 
deliver just the right amount of heat to keep your hands 
warmer through a wider range of conditions. 
These specially selected, weather-resistant 
open-ended construction rubber grips heat 
faster than traditional heated grips and 
provide a comfortable, secure 
grip year round. Fit 7/8” han-
dlebars. 12V DC.  

#1602 $59.00
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DiAmOnD GriPs
Open ended 120mm replacement grips to accommodate bar ends. The firm grip 
has the same feel and strength as a stock grip. The soft grip is extremely pliable to 
reduce the chance of blisters and offer outstanding comfort, but will wear out more 
quickly. The medium is a comprimise between firm and soft. Sold in pairs. 

Soft #4791 $14.00
Medium #4792 $14.00

Firm #4793 $14.00

renThAL GriP GLue
A highly developed grip glue, specially formulated to give a 
secure bond without damaging the grip. Eliminates grips twist-
ing, slipping or sliding.

#4794 $9.00

sPOrT FuLL DiAmOnD 
GriPs

Combine the durability of 
a firm grip compound 

with the feel and 
control of a softer 
grip for great control 
with maximum dura-
bility. Softer where 

your hand makes direct 
contact with the grip, the palm, fin-

gers and thumb. Open ended grip measures 
125mm, specify 29mm or 32mm diameter. 

29mm #4795 $17.00
32mm #4798 $17.00

winD DeFLecTOrs
Coupled with a windshield, hand deflectors give additional protection from cold, 
wind and rain. The high-impact acrylic and steel design allows for easy installation 
to your bike mirrors, allowing plenty of room for lever movement and riders wearing 
large gloves. Specify motorcycle year/make/model.

#4799 $89.00

PrOGriP sPOrTBike GriPs
Increase control and feel with these 125mm open end replacement grips. The Street 
version offers a soft feel from a sleek tread pattern design that uses an integrated 
gel to absorb shock and vibration better to reduce fatigue and give you greater con-
trol for everyday riding. The Race grips feature a soft, patented GONT compound that 
offers extra gripyness for maximum control when you need it, and exceptional vibra-
tion absorption for all-day riding comfort. Pair. Black.

Street #4819 $12.00
Race #4820 $11.00

scOTT GriP GLue
Ultimate formula to hold your grips in place for added safety 
and security. Easy to apply. 4 ml. 

#4835 $3.00

ALuminum BAr enDs
Protect grips by adding bar ends. Choice of colors to accent the look and per-
formance of any bike. Also helps dampen vibration. 7/8" or 1" bars. Sold in 
pairs. Specify Blue, Silver, Gold, Black or Red.

7/8" #2738 $11.00
1" #2739 $13.00

sport

race
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e-FiLL siPhOn
A self-priming fuel transfer 
system. No matter where you 
are, this ultra compact system 
won’t leave you stranded for 
long. Throw away that length 
of gnarly old hose and safely 
siphon fuel from any gas-pow-
ered device without getting a 
mouthful or lungful of dan-
gerously deadly toxins in the 
process…or accidentally spill-
ing the caustic, foul smelling 
stuff all over you or your bike’s 
finish. This is one siphon that doesn’t suck. Simply insert the self-priming end 
into any non-empty gas tank, and put the other end into the transferring con-
tainer/carrying case (that works a heck of a lot better than a crinkled Mountain 
Dew can). A few up and down motions and you’ll be siphonin’ away. The handy 
stopper clip maintains siphoning even when in the “off” position, so there’s no 
need to begin the process all over again between container transfers to your 
tank. The included super soak towel quickly cleans up any excess spills and 
everything fits neatly back into the transfer container/carrying case. Carrying 
case is 10.1"×2.6"×1.25" and holds 1/8 gallon of gas. Siphon is 68" long. 
Entire system weighs less than 4 oz. 

#4986 $27.00

BuDDy TOw 
mOTOrcycLe 
TOw sTrAP 

Twelve feet of 1" nylon web (1700 
lb. test) with loop end, carrying 
pouch, and use instructions.

#2500 $17.00

 TOw-n-Tie
If you venture into terrain and trails off the road, you know the importance of carrying 
a towstrap to get back to civilization in the event of mechanical difficulties. What sets 
this product apart is that they double as 1400 lb. rated tie downs. This can come in 
handy when you do get towed back to the highway, in case that guy (or gal) in the 
pickup you flag down is amenable to hauling your busted bike somewhere. Rolled up 
tight in their nylon bag, they measure just 8"×1.25", small enough to stow anyplace. 
Don’t be forced to leave your bike on the side of the road. Be prepared to tie-down, 
strap-up or tow back anything, anywhere, any time. Includes two 73"×1" adjustable 
cam nylon web straps with looped ends and 8" strap loop on cam buckle.

#2627 $27.00
hAwk Fire eXTinGuisher

Hey! Your bikes on fire! Just kidding, but wouldn’t that suck? 
Cover your assets with this compact device and make sure you 
keep it readily accessible. The beauty of this extinguisher is 
that it is NON-CORROSIVE which means that you won’t trash 
your bike in the process of saving it. The active ingredient 
is HR-95, a highly effective, biodegradable and non-toxic 
compound that is safe to use around children and pets and 
won’t hurt your scoot. HR-95 is not a powder, so you can 
use part of the contents and the valve will re-seal effec-
tively. Works on class A (ordinary combustibles) and class  
B (flammable liquids) Pressurized peace of mind. 10"×3.5". 
16 oz.

 #4027 $27.00

BAr hArness
It’s a fact that tying down a fully-faired 
motorcycle presents challenges when 
it comes to not crunching bodywork. 
Sometimes you can get up under the 
front to the lower triple tree, and some-
times you just can’t, due to the angles 
and all that. Enter the Bar Harness. It’s a 
compact unit with a polar fleece padded 
strap that crosses over the bike and slips 
over your bar grips. Loops off the ends 
of the harness for attaching standard tie 
downs keep them well away from any of 
that bustable, expensive plastic. Soft Cuff 
models use a sturdy red fabric cuff that 

quickly and easily loops over the handlebars. Cup versions use a polycarbonate cup, 
reinforced with steel in-lay, that fit over the end of the grips, preventing possible 
damage to softer grips and hold the cross straps further out on the bars to fit a wider 
variety of fairings. Constructed using 5500 & 1200 lb. tensile webbing. If you need 
it, you need it.

39" Cruiser—Soft Cuff #3525 $30.00
33" Scooter/Sport/Standard—Soft Cuff #2667 $30.00

36" Cruiser Cup #2693 $30.00
32" Scooter/Sport/Standard Cup #2669 $30.00




